Biologists are accustomed to the idea that migrating cells and axons actively sample the environment by sending out filopodia to increase the area that can be sampled for guidance cues [7] . The results of Baum and colleagues [3] add a new twist to the existing notion that epithelial cells use filopodia-like extensions to gather information from cells that are not their immediate neighbors. Long-range cell interactions mediated by these cellular extensions are thought to help receive morphogen signals [8] or collect information about the identity of nearby cells that provide survival cues [9] . The new study [3] highlights the importance of the dynamics of these structures as a part of the information processing system. It is not just extending the range of sampling that is important. The dynamics of sampling can also have a profound impact on how cells use the information that they pick-up from their neighbors to make collective decisions. Neurogenetics: Short-Circuiting Sexually Dimorphic Behaviors
It is clear that male and female animals behave differently, but how do those differences arise? New studies show that there are extensive, sex-specific differences in the anatomy of neurons that underlie reproductive behaviors in Drosophila.
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Though behavioral differences between males and females have been a source of fascination and fodder for all manner of entertainment, as well as serious sociological study, there is still meager understanding of how these differences arise in most animal species. These dimorphic behaviors could be determined by the environment, or by biological differences, for example in the structure of neural circuits or in the physiology of architecturally similar neural circuits (Figure 1 ). Two papers [1, 2] in this issue of Current Biology, from the Jefferis and Dickson laboratories, report on exciting new progress in understanding how sexually dimorphic behaviors arise in the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, by cleverly examining different subsets of neurons known to be important for reproductive behaviors.
Courtship in Drosophila is an elaborate ritual performed by males to entice females to mate (reviewed in [3] ). These genetically programmed behaviors can be studied in controlled laboratory conditions, and thus are ideally suited for understanding the biological bases of sex-specific behaviors. The courtship ritual consists of a series of sub-behaviors that begins when a male becomes aware of a female and orients towards her. Next, he taps her with his foreleg and receives chemosensory information, after which he will extend a wing and vibrate it to produce a courtship song. If the female does not move away, the male will contact her external genitalia with his proboscis, and if she is receptive, the female will allow the male to copulate with her. After mating, females display post-mating behaviors that include diminished receptivity to male courtship and increased egg laying.
Some of the earliest evidence that Drosophila males and females have genetically-specified differences in neural substrates underlying courtship behaviors came from studies examining animals that are mosaic for male and female tissues, as a result of having cells that are either male or female for sex-chromosome composition (reviewed in [3] ). These studies showed that several distinct regions of the central nervous system need to be genetically male or female for male or female behaviors to occur, respectively. However, studies examining the anatomy of the adult brain and ventral nerve cord were unable to identify large, overt differences in overall size, or morphology between the male and female nervous system, leaving unanswered what determines these sex-specific behaviors.
Significant progress in understanding the genetic basis of male courtship behavior came from analysis of fruitless (fru) mutants that display courtship abnormalities. Some fru allele combinations result in males that court other males, while other fru allele combinations result in males that exhibit reduced courtship, or fail to court at all (reviewed in [4] ). In contrast, no phenotypes are observed in fru females. The fru locus is complex and has at least four promoters [5, 6] . The P1 promoter drives expression of transcripts required for male courtship behaviors that are sex-specifically spliced downstream of the sex determination hierarchy, a pre-mRNA splicing cascade. Sex-specific splicing of P1 transcripts results in the production of male-specific Fru protein isoforms (Fru M ), likely to be transcription factors. Lee et al. [7] showed that Fru M is present in w2% of neurons and that these reside in regions of the central nervous system that had previously been mapped as important for male courtship behaviors. However, from these studies it was not clear whether there are a male-specific set of neurons that express Fru M , or if Fru M changed the fate and/or physiology of neurons that are present in both males and females, or some combination of these possibilities.
To address whether there are male-specific neurons that express Fru M , fru P1-expressing cells (hereafter called fru+) were visualized in both males and females. The Baker and Dickson labs [8, 9] generated transgenic strains in which the gene encoding the yeast Gal4 transcription factor was inserted into the fru locus, such that Gal4 would be produced under the control of the P1 promoter in both males and females (fru-Gal4). Expression of reporter genes driven by fru-Gal4 was observed in both males and females in very similar patterns in the central neruous system and in the peripheral nervous system, suggesting that males and females largely share the same neural circuitry that underlies male courtship. The Dickson lab [10] went on to show that in females, these fru+ neurons are required for female post-mating behaviors. Furthermore, both the Baker and Dickson labs [9, 11] showed that if Fru M proteins are produced in females in fru+ neurons, these are sufficient to direct females to perform early steps of the male courtship ritual. Taken together, these results demonstrate that males and females largely share the same neural circuitry that underlies reproductive behaviors, but that Fru M -directed differences in physiology and/or fine-scale connectivity are largely responsible for dimorphism in behavior. Difficulties in observing individual neurons initially precluded the ability to quantify sex-specific differences in neuron number and connectivity. Subsequent studies identified subtle, sex-specific differences in projection patterns and neuron number in fru+ neurons [12] [13] [14] , although it was not clear if these differences were extensive enough to account for the marked differences in adult sex-specific behaviors.
The Jefferis lab [1] has now identified regions in the Drosophila nervous system that show sex-specific differences in volume. Cachero et al. [1] found that these volumetric differences are downstream of sex hierarchy genes, including fru, and the regions contain many dimorphic fru+ neurons ( Figure 1D,E) . Using a genetic approach called mosaic analysis with a repressible cell maker (MARCM) to visualize subsets of fru+ neurons, they observed extensive sexual dimorphism in arborization patterns of fru+ neurons ( Figure 1D ). The results of labeling neurons in the same brain with different fluorescent marker proteins suggest that these differences can alter connectivity, for example in pheromone-detecting olfactory neurons. This could explain why the sexes show different behavioral responses to the same olfactory stimulus.
The Dickson lab [2] also identified sex-specific differences in neuronal architecture using a transgenic approach to visualize subsets of fru+ neurons that relies on three transgenic elements. One element is the gene encoding the yeast FLP recombinase inserted into the fru locus (fru FLP ), which is required for expression of the second element, a UAS Gal4 -reporter transgene. The third element is one of a collection of different Gal4 transgenes with restricted and distinct expression patterns in the nervous system. Expression of the UAS Gal4 -reporter is dependent on the intersection of FLP and Gal4 activities in the same neurons, allowing for the reproducible visualization of defined subsets of fru+ neurons. Yu et al. [2] observed extensive dimorphism in arborization patterns and neuron number that are Fru M dependent ( Figure 1D,E) . From the overlap of these dimorphic neuronal arbors, they also hypothesize that these differences underlie sex-specific differences in neuronal connectivity [2] .
These two studies [1, 2] lay the groundwork for the elaboration of a neural circuit map for reproductive behaviors, which would be a first of its kind in flies. They show that brain regions known to be involved in higher-order brain processing, or integration centers, show the most extensive dimorphisms of all the fru+ neurons examined. Looking forward, functional studies of how these differences in neuroanatomy of fru+ cells results in sex-specific differences in behaviors will be important, as will studies that further define and solidify the predicted connections between fru+ neurons. Excitingly, the fru FLP transgenic strain also will allow scientists to analyze the functions of subsets of fru+ cells, which will provide novel insights on a molecular-genetic and neural circuit level regarding how complex behaviors are specified.
